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About This Content

This Pack will add Sakuya Izayoi, Koishi Komeiji, Suika Ibuki to the game.

================================================================

Sakuya Izayoi

The Maid of Scarlet Devil Mansion

Primary attack: throw knives which can hit the wall and bounce.

Secondary attack: throw numerous and frozen knives in time.

Bomb: let all knives fly to an ordered place and take an enormous damage.

Dodge: teleport and ignore all units on the way.

Characteristic: because the mansion lives on a tight budget recently, please recycle your throwed knives.

================================================================
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Koishi Komeiji

Unintentionally Closed-Hearted Satori

Primary attack: throw hyperbolic curved bullet.

Secondary attack: rotate and stun surrounding enemies.

Bomb: summon roses at your side. After several seconds, detonate them and take AOE attacks.

Dodge: invisibility. While being invisible, your enemies can only see an unimpressive stone.

Characteristic: use your invisibility to approach your enemies silently.

================================================================

Suika Ibuki

Tiny Night Parade of One Hundred Demons

Primary attack: throw a blast shell and take a huge damage if you hit the target directly.

Secondary attack: a triple combo of close combat.

Bomb: you are now a giant! your bomb will knock all surrounding enemies into the air.

Dodge: be invincible briefly and summon several little suikas to help you.

Characteristic: strong abilities to disturb enemies' action.
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Title: The Disappearing of Gensokyo: Sakuya, Koishi, Suika Character Pack
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
MyACG Studio
Publisher:
MyACG Studio
Release Date: 11 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2 Core CPU

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB Graphic Card

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Normal Sound Card

English,Simplified Chinese,Japanese
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i have found my queen.. Very good, but needs more Byakuren.. Sakuya is mainly OP

Koishi is mainly Stealthy

Suika is mainly Vodka. For my waifu.. The pack is awesome I love it Koishi komeiji
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The perfect DFC DLC pack.. More characters is always good :D. The Flat Club. It is great to see 3 extremely popular characters
to be released via DLC and probably alot of people playing were panicing on how to unlock them if you didnt see the all them
Sakuya fans heavy breathing.
I feel very neutral towards this dlc pack as 2\/3 characters here are game breaking it isn't negative but this can cause some
moments where the game can be very easy even on Lunatic

Neutral and why:
+\/- SUIKA HAS A HUUGE INVICIBILITY FRAME ON HER DASH this lets boss fights go from memorization to just dash
through attacks this can be a plus or and minus for some players
+\/- Koishi the stage breaking subconscience just spam space bar and left click to win
+\/- Sakuya high risk I need to wait 5 seconds for a new knife hero, you can get knives back from after they hit something and
drop from being thrown or, you can dash to regain a knife. The problem is you can be stuck in a position with no ammo on hand
to attack unless you micro manage every knife drop perfectly (switching characters will NOT allow her to regain knives over
time)

Con:
- no color swap ability

If you want a fresh breath of playing stages this pack can help you overcome certain challenges and hell even play as your
favorite character maybe!. Should be called: The Flat Pack. Koishi Komeiji is inside.

Nuff said
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